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Based on the aforementioned and our findings, we leveraged defining trust as a 
human factor and not an easy yes/no proposition. When we’re online, we 
humans have complex psychological reactions to the interfaces they 
encounter, and those reactions dictate how they feel about the products, 
experiences, and entities with which they interact.

As described in the 
client kickoff,  trust is 
the “willingness to rely 
on another in the face 
of risk.” 

Risk
Risk must be present or 
the concept of trust is 
not relevant. 

Expectation
Trust contains an 
expectation of someone’s 
ability, reliability, and 
benevolence.

Other Components 
Trust also denotes the 
presence of cognitive 
effort and emotional 
processing. 

T R U S T

Elements 
of Trust

Definition 
of Trust
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Focus

Considerations

Conclusion

This research study focused on stimulating trust through the user 
interface from the traveler’s perspective. Zeroing in on the interface 
itself provided opportunity for us to supply direct actionables along with 
top-level findings and we approached the research from a traveler 
perspective due to the following logic:

This research study focused on stimulating trust through the user 
interface from the traveler’s perspective. Zeroing in on the interface 
itself provided opportunity for us to supply direct actionables along with 
top-level findings and we approached the research from a traveler 
perspective due to the following logic:

Through incorporating the aforementioned, we were able to extract 
some industry best-practices, employ methods of measurement, and 
explore qualitative context/sentiment. While eye-tracking can be very 
helpful, it can also produce empty or misleading, data points. We would 
be unable to accurately classify data without properly understanding the 
user’s situational framing. Through participant feedback we don’t just 
find out what drew her/his/their eye but also why and why she/he/they 
then chose to proceed with the following action.

Through incorporating the aforementioned, we were able to extract 
some industry best-practices, employ methods of measurement, and 
explore qualitative context/sentiment. While eye-tracking can be very 
helpful, it can also produce empty or misleading, data points. We would 
be unable to accurately classify data without properly understanding the 
user’s situational framing. Through participant feedback we don’t just 
find out what drew her/his/their eye but also why and why she/he/they 
then chose to proceed with the following action.

Our research establishes trust as a human factor; therefore, to 
study it properly within a P2P marketplace, we needed to include 
psychological, sociological, and human-computer interaction 
perspectives. As a result, our project project employed a mixed-
method approach most closely relating to contextual inquiry.

“I really like hosting with 
HomeAway! They actually just 
added something called Boost 
where you earn points that can 
be used into improve your 
search ranking for dates you 
select. It’s pretty helpful.” 

Participant ID SP19-12
Male, Age 35–44 

Participant ID SP19-13
Male, Age 45–54 

“Overall, HA has been very helpful 
as the owner. It is hard to filter 
travelers as there isn’t a rating 
system on them, only a history on 
the times they have booked/
stayed. I only have had one group 
that cleaned up after themselves.”

There is more transparency and availability of consumer flows 
across various of peer to peer (P2P) products.
There is more transparency and availability of consumer flows 
across various of peer to peer (P2P) products.

There are ample user interface (UI) and user experience (UX) 
elements to compare against the extensively explored, and 
iterated on, ecommerce experience. This contributed a trove of 
in-depth existing research from different disciplines. 

There are ample user interface (UI) and user experience (UX) 
elements to compare against the extensively explored, and 
iterated on, ecommerce experience. This contributed a trove of 
in-depth existing research from different disciplines. 

From informal preliminary conversations, we gained the insight 
that HomeAway is more appealing to potential and current hosts 
than the consumer market. Implying that the larger area for 
improvement lies within the consumer facing interactions and 
services. The host grievances that did surface were about 
elements also included in the consumer flow, eg. the profile and or 
rating of the other participating party. Please refer to the quotes on 
the right for specific examples.

From informal preliminary conversations, we gained the insight 
that HomeAway is more appealing to potential and current hosts 
than the consumer market. Implying that the larger area for 
improvement lies within the consumer facing interactions and 
services. The host grievances that did surface were about 
elements also included in the consumer flow, eg. the profile and or 
rating of the other participating party. Please refer to the quotes on 
the right for specific examples.

There is a larger participant sample for testing and interviews.There is a larger participant sample for testing and interviews.

• 
• 
• 

• 
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Affinity Diagram
Immediately after the client kickoff, our team started consuming 
corresponding literature and evaluating direct and indirect competitors 
that could provide a plethora of perspectives. Midway through those 
efforts, we gathered for an affinity diagram exercise. Here we listed 
brainstormed all thoughts, ideas, potential novel elements within 
known atmospheres, questions to investigate further, and fundamental 
components or project elements we felt were necessary to include. 
From there we organized and re-organized which led to the extraction 
of 4 over-arching trends. 

Initial Organizational Categories

Project 
Components

User Interface 
(UI) 

Components
UI/UX Hybrids

User Experience 
(UX) 

Components

Human 
Behaviors

Measuring

Profile of the 
Host

Profile of the 
Listing

Profile of the 
Traveler

Brand Specific Payment
Privacy & 
Security
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Project Components

What will inform our 
end model?

What are the UI flows 
we are going to test 

on?

Should we de-brand 
testing material?

UI/UX Hybrids

Their user guarantee is 
hard to digest

Should the unavailable 
filter features grey out 

or disappear?

Show firm response 
time options

Why is the review 
posted date missing 
from HomeAway's 

mobile site? 

What else is present 
on HomeAway's 

desktop site and not 
on mobile?

What would be the 
best way to implement 

a "word of mouth" 
aspect in HomeAway's 

UI?

How important are 
star ratings per 

review?

What filters are 
important to you?

Price on the tags 
shown on the map

Establishing the 
difference between a 
listing profile and a 

host profile

Measuring

How will we measure 
trust?

What GSR levels are 
normal and how can 

we validate those 
baselines?

How would GSR 
measures correlate to 

trust?

How do we utilize eye-
tracking software to 

measure trust?

Profile of the Traveler

Is there a badge 
system for travelers? 
Like Premier Traveler?

Should I be able to add 
referrals from friends 
on the platform whom 
have reached a certain 

level?

As a user, am I able to 
follow other travelers 
and see where they 
went/their reviews if 
they make it public?

Should their be similar 
requirements for a 

travelers profile as the 
host's?

Is the host told that 
the more info they put 

the better the 
engagement?

Ability to report the 
traveler

UX/Services

Add functionality to 
"favorite" a listing

Add functionality to 
"favorite" a host

Is it easy to find the 
insurance policy?

Add a comparison tool 
to make the 

differences between 
listings visible on the 

results page.

Have filters that adapt 
to the location or the 

listing the user is 
looking at. 

Does HomeAway 
leverage push 

notifications for when 
your rental request 

status has changed?

Filters specific for 
traveling with children 
and/or accessibility 

issues?

How important are 
filters in this 

environment? Do they 
help trust?

Are users allowed to 
attach pictures to 

reviews?

Zoom functionality on 
photos?

Rewards program?

HomeAway Specific

Can hosts require 
travelers to leave 

reviews?

Does HomeAway find 
another rental property 

if something goes 
wrong upon arrival?

What does HomeAway 
do to verify the 

information on their 
platform?

Cancellation policies? 
Determined by the 

host or by HomeAway?

Should HomeAway 
provide a rewards 

system? 

Tone of voice on site Customer service 
procedures

Require headshots of 
travelers and hosts, 

not just images?

Host level badge 
vernacular may be too 

obscure; "Premier 
Partner"

Profile of the Host

Can the host reset 
their rating?

How many levels are 
there in the "Premier 

Partner" system?

What are the top 3 
things travelers want 

to know about the 
host?

What about the host 
do I need to trust in 

order to feel secure in 
renting with them?

Does the host have a 
rating separate from 

the listing?

Ability to report host Multiple pictures of 
host?

Explanations of what 
goes into deeming a 

host a "Premiere 
Partner" is unclear

Payment

Does HomeAway or 
the host handle any 

issues with payment?

What payment 
processors are 

offered? How modern 
(amazon pay)?

Secure payment 
processor? Deposit policy? When is the traveler 

charged?

Can the traveler save 
their payment 
information?

Privacy & Security

Insurance policy for 
travelers?

Insurance policy for 
hosts?

What does HomeAway 
do with our data?

How do different 
locations of properties 

change safety 
concerns?

UI Components

Photo captions?
Are icons or pictures 

better for the 
amenities listings?

Brand associations? Have a rental request 
status displayed

How are human 
relationship factors 

incorporated in the UI?

What makes a photo 
seem authentic?

How actively is a 
listing reserved?

Visible reporting 
policy?

Human Behaviors

Is the "create a listing" 
flow too daunting 

causing them to speed 
through the process?

Is the host able to filter 
the travelers that their 

listing appears to 
based on parameters 

in the traveler's profile?

Standardize the arrival 
logistics flow. Don't 
rely on the host to 

make sure instructions 
are thorough

What makes me trust 
you?

Do people have 
strategies when 

digesting reviews?

On average, how many 
reviews do people 

read?

How is trust 
incorporated in 

decision making?

Search term analysis? 
What do customers 

search for?

Do people book other 
travel 

accommodations on 
the same platform as 
their rental propter?

Profile of the Listing

What flow does a host 
go through when 
creating a listing?

Show how many times 
a property has been 

rented over how long.

FAQs provided on a 
property basis. Eg. 

Topics that others may 
not know to ask about

Content hierarchy on 
listing page (what 

content do users value 
most?)

What human access 
points are there 

currently to access 
one another? 

What makes a review 
trustworthy?

What part of a listing 
page do people trust 

the most?

Response rate of host 
listed?

How many reviews 
does HomeAway show 

upon the first page?

Will adding people to 
the pictures increase 

trust?

What do people want 
images of that 

sometimes are not 
pictured?

Ability to report listing 

Should there be 
requirements for a 

minimum of photos, 
quantity and content 

wise?

Videos of property?
Tone of voice 

suggestions for hosts 
when creating a listing

Photography tips for 
hosts, eg. lighting, 

time of day, no fish-
eye, etc.

Offer the host a 
description of 

neighborhood + nearby 
amenities to include in 
property descriptions

Create requirements 
for property 

description to guide 
the host and allow the 
user to digest quicker



Key Themes
General

General questions or 

things to investigate

Control
Elements that create a 

sense of control

Authenticity
Elements that help 

validate shared 

information or the 

brand's legitimacy

Transparency
Components that 

affect clarity and 

alleviate the cognitive 

load or anxieties

Word of Mouth
Components where a 

peer is communicating 

to the user about 

something they do not 

have stake in 

Project Components

Should we de-brand 

testing material?

What are the UI flows 

we are going to test 

on?

What will inform our 

end model?

UI Components

Photo captions?

Are icons or pictures 

better for the 

amenities listings?

Brand associations?
Have a rental request 

status displayed

Visible reporting 

policy?

What makes a photo 

seem authentic?

How actively is a 

listing reserved?

How are human 

relationship factors 

incorporated in the UI?

UI/UX Hybrids

How important are 

star ratings per 

review?

Why is the review 

posted date missing 

from HomeAway's 

mobile site? 

What else is present 

on HomeAway's 

desktop site and not 

on mobile?

Their user guarantee is 

hard to digest

What would be the 

best way to implement 

a "word of mouth" 

aspect in HomeAway's 

UI?

Should the unavailable 

feature filters grey out 

or disappear?

Show firm response 

time options

What filters are 

important to you?

Price on the tags 

shown on the map

Establishing the 

difference between a 

listing profile and a 

host profile

FAQs provided on a 

property basis. Eg. 

Topics that others may 

not know to ask about

Content hierarchy on 

listing page (what 

content do users value 

most?)

How many reviews 

does HomeAway show 

upon the first page?

Profile of the Listing

Show how many times 

a property has been 

rented over how long.

What makes a review 

trustworthy?

What flow does a host 

go through when 

creating a listing?

Photography tips for 

hosts, eg. lighting, 

time of day, no fish-

eye, etc.

Offer the host a 

description of 

neighborhood + nearby 

amenities to include in 

property descriptions

Create requirements 

for property 

description to guide 

the host and allow the 

user to digest quicker

Tone of voice 

suggestions for hosts 

when creating a listing

Response rate of host 

listed?

Will adding people to 

the pictures increase 

trust?

What human access 

points are there 

currently to access 

one another? 

What do people want 

images of that 

sometimes are not 

pictured?

Videos of property?Ability to report listing 

Should there be 

requirements for a 

minimum of photos, 

quantity and content 

wise?

What part of a listing 

page do people trust 

the most?

Standardize the arrival 

logistics flow. Don't 

rely on the host to 

make sure instructions 

are thorough

How is trust 

incorporated in 

decision making?

Is the "create a listing" 

flow too daunting 

causing them to speed 

through the process?

On average, how many 

reviews do people 

read?

Search term analysis? 

What do customers 

search for?

Do people book other 

travel 

accommodations on 

the same platform as 

their rental propter?

Human Behaviors
Is the host able to filter 

the travelers that their 

listing appears to 

based on parameters 

in the traveler's profile?

What makes me trust 

you?

Do people have 

strategies when 

digesting reviews?

Filters specific for 

traveling with children 

and/or accessibility 

issues?

Add a comparison tool 

to make the 

differences between 

listings visible on the 

results page.

Have filters that adapt 

to the location or the 

listing the user is 

looking at. 

Is the host told that 

the more info they put 

the better the 

engagement?

Ability to report the 

traveler

UX/Services

Does HomeAway 

leverage push 

notifications for when 

your rental request 

status has changed?

Add functionality to 

"favorite" a listing

Add functionality to 

"favorite" a host

Is it easy to find the 

insurance policy?

How important are 

filters in this 

environment? Do they 

help trust?

Are users allowed to 

attach pictures to 

reviews?

Zoom functionality on 

photos? Profile of the Traveler
Should I be able to add 

referrals from friends 

on the platform whom 

have reached a certain 

level?

Is there a badge 

system for travelers? 

Like Premier Traveler?

As a user, am I able to 

follow other travelers 

and see where they 

went/their reviews if 

they make it public?

Should their be similar 

requirements for a 

travelers profile as the 

host's?

Rewards program?
Customer service 

procedures

HomeAway Specific

Does HomeAway find 

another rental property 

if something goes 

wrong upon arrival?

What does HomeAway 

do to verify the 

information on their 

platform?

Cancellation policies? 

Determined by the 

host or by HomeAway?

Should HomeAway 

provide a rewards 

system? 

Can hosts require 

travelers to leave 

reviews?

Tone of voice on site

Require headshots of 

travelers and hosts, 

not just images?

Host level badge 

vernacular may be too 

obscure; "Premier 

Partner"

Profile of the Host

What are the top 3 

things travelers want 

to know about the 

host?

Explanations of what 

goes into deeming a 

host a "Premiere 

Partner" is unclear

Can the host reset 

their rating?

How many levels are 

there in the "Premier 

Partner" system?

Ability to report host
Multiple pictures of 

host?

What about the host 

do I need to trust in 

order to feel secure in 

renting with them?

Does the host have a 

rating separate from 

the listing?

Payment

Does HomeAway or 

the host handle any 

issues with payment?

Can the traveler save 

their payment 

information?

What payment 

processors are 

offered?

Secure payment 

processor?
Deposit policy?

When is the traveler 

charged?

How will we measure 

trust?

What GSR levels are 

normal and how can 

we validate those 

baselines?

How would GSR 

measures correlate to 

trust?

Measuring

How do we utilize eye-

tracking software to 

measure trust?

Privacy & Security

What does HomeAway 

do with our data?

How do different 

locations of properties 

change safety 

concerns?

Insurance policy for 

hosts?

Insurance policy for 

travelers?
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Overview 
Below are the main sections incorporated in this 
study. Most overlapped to some extent due to the 
inter-connectivity of a mixed-method approach, but 
all contributed different perspectives and insights.

Below are the main sections incorporated in this 
study. Most overlapped to some extent due to the 
inter-connectivity of a mixed-method approach, but 
all contributed different perspectives and insights.

Literature Review 

Client Kickoff Competitive 
Evaluation 

Affinity Diagram Interviews Recommendations 

Surveys User Testing 
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Further into the affinity 
diagram exercise, four themes 
kept arising surrounding the 
topic of trust; control, 
authenticity, transparency, 
and word of mouth. Due to our 
searching for elements to 
research that have been 
claimed stimulate trust within 
an exchange marketplace, by 
literature or peers discussing 
trust in pure human 
interactions, it became clear 
that we should utilize these 
themes as four pillar 
perspectives from which to 
approach each research 
method we employed. 

When people believe 
they control elements 
within a process, they 
are more likely to 
perceive the process and 
outcome as trustworthy 
and beneficial to them.

Control

Communicating that the 
information displayed is a 
fair and accurate depiction 
of the real thing, and has 
not been altered in order to 
mislead or trick people, is 
critical to engendering trust 
in people.

Authenticity

People feel reassured 
that their trust is well-
placed when they are 
provided clear and 
verified details about the 
claims of others. They 
then leverage those 
verified details to make 
informed decisions about 
commitments 
like purchasing. 

Transparency

The Nielsen Global Trust 
In Advertising Survey 
states that 92% of people 
trust a recommendation 
that is provided by their 
peer. It could be argued 
that the effectiveness of 
word of mouth is a main 
reason why “social 
influencer” is a legitimate 
job title now. 

Word of Mouth

4 Key Themes
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Survey 
Results
We created the survey with Qualtrics and 
advertised it via student listservs, social media 
(Linkedin, Facebook, Twitter), and word of mouth. 
We designed the survey in a way that screened for 
only those respondents who had participated in 
one or more of three types of P2P marketplace:  
ride-sharing, online selling, or home sharing.
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70% Female 25% Male

Gender Array

P2P Market Usage

Respondents 

77%

Caucasian

8%
15%Asian

Other

Respondent Ethnicity

69%

Texas

8%
15%

4%
4%

Arkansas

Florida

California

Other

Respondent Geography133/148
Total Viable 
Respondents

Respondents  
Summary

Among all respondents, over 31% reported an annual 
income over $80,000 while 24% reported income of less 
than $19,999. And 42% hold a graduate degree while 20% 
have some graduate school. 30% hold a bachelor’s degree. 
We believe the survey results offer insights for further 
investigation, but admit the homogeneity of demographics 
suggests a limitation on their broad validity.

Ride-Sharing92% Online Selling90%
Home-Sharing79%

0 



16.4%

44.8%38.8%

Individual

Com
pany

Com
pany

Both

93.9%

1.7%4.4%

Individual

Com
pany

Com
pany

Both

63.4%

10.9%
25.7%

Individual

Com
pany

Com
pany

Both

Market
Comparison

Key Takeaways 

Throughout the process, did you 
believe you were purchasing from an 
individual or a company?

Q: 

These comparisons 
are worth further 
investigation in regards 
to the roles that brand 
and peer-to-peer 
relationships play in 
P2P transactions.

Ride-Sharing Online Selling Home-Sharing
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Home
Sharing

Participants ranked a pre-defined list of 
factors that affect their choices when 
they perform searches for a place to stay:

Location and price ranked strongly at 
the top, and very few indicated that 
they did not consider these a factor.

Star ratings, provider reliability, 
amenities, and security followed, 
respectively.

Amenities

Provider reilability

Price

Security

Size of space

Star ratings

Others

Companions (kids, 
spouse, friends, relatives)

Location (neighborhood 
or point of interest at 

destination)

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 1200

I consider these things

I do not consider these things

Factors Considered When Searching

Participants had the option of adding their own factors. The following 
lists several: dog policies��reviews, knowledge of the individual provider, 
breakfast, photos, and proximity to transit.

■ 



Key Takeaway 
Participants were asked to perform 
the same sorting task in relation to 
factors that affect their decision when 
they view specific listings.

Pictures and reviews share the top 
spot in factors that affect decision 
while description and star ratings 
come in a close second.

Factors That
Affect Decision

Price lists

Brand (name of company)

Description

Number of recent stays

Pictures

Reviews

Star Ratings

Whether a friend has 
stayed before

SU
RV
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Whether you have 
stayed before

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 1100

Factors that affect my decision

Factors that do not
■ 
■ 
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Interview
Results
Generative and evaluative research through 
direct communication with people who have 
experience and/or interest in the sharing 
economy. This included further exploration 
of the survey findings as well as a general 
analysis of travel habits in order to 
decompose any points of anxiety or feeling 
of heightened risk. 
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Interview 
Participants
Screening
We aimed to have a deeper understanding of how 
people perceive the home-sharing P2P market and 
their experiences with it. The primary two criteria were:

Travels at least once per year

Have used a P2P product previously

Recruiting
We recruited from survey participants who 
expressed interest in participating in further 
study and volunteers from our personal 
networks. We sought people who either had a 
lot of experience in P2P home-sharing or who 
had more experience with other P2P products.

5 Female 4 Male

Gender Array

9 Total 
Participants

Age Ranges Travel Frequency

years old18–241
5
2
1

years old25–34

years old35–44

years old45–54

travelerRare2
4
1
2

travelerAverage

travelerConsistent

travelerFrequent0 



The reason why users care more about 
individuals rather than company/brand is 
likely that they have direct, personal 
interaction with the individuals.

Finding 01

“
“The individual is what makes me worried on Airbnb because 

anybody can post anything.

Participant ID SP19 - 01
Male, Age 35–34

Participant ID SP19 - 08
Male, Age 25–34

I want the place to be clean or close to where I want to be, 
but if I don't feel I can trust the person [host], I'm not going to 
stay there.

Star ratings and provider reliability play key roles 
when searching accommodations, coming in just 
behind location and price. Users often determine 
reliability by reading others’ reviews (7 out of 9 
respondents placed reviews as priority).

Finding 02
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“
“

I don't feel like you ever have 100% sure online, but on 
most websites you can read reviews and that's the 
information you can trust.

Participant ID SP19 - 01
Male, Age 35–34

Participant ID SP19 - 07
Male, Age 35–44

Usually the 1 star ones are where the juice is. I don't care if 
someone thinks this hotel is "great" because their definition of 
"great" is probably different than mine, but if "bad water pressure" 
is bad enough to comment on for anyone, then it is probably 
somewhere I don't want to stay.



We found that pictures, reviews, 
descriptions, and star rating are the most 
important factors when viewing the place to 
stay, since these could validate the 
authenticity of the product 

Finding 03“
“

Reviews are kind of support material for me to make sure 
that it’s right (what is shown on the photos).

Participant ID SP19 - 04
Female, Age 25–34

Participant ID SP19 - 04
Female, Age 25–34

I like reviews with photos because it’s actual photos by the 
guests that had the experience.
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Assessing direct and indirect competitors’ products 
involved performing heuristic evaluations of both 
HomeAway and competitor websites/applications, 
as well as documenting many facets of the user 
interface, user experience, and customer relations 
elements present in competitor products. Our 
competitive evaluation helped provide a baseline of 
must-haves in relation to user expectations due to 
their presence within competing products. We also 
used it to uncover areas of active innovation and 
“reverse-analyze” those innovative components, 
features, and processes to understand the problem 
they exist to solve. For example, the pet attending 
app Rover shows how many returning customers a 
potential pet sitter/walker has in order to evoke a 
sense of validation and word of mouth that they 
have proven reliable enough in the past that people 
returned to them for further service. 

Competitive 
Evaluation



Airbnb

Global Site Search

Recent Searches

Filters

Ability to Rate the Provider 
(Only with Purchase)

Saving/Favoriting 
Functionality

Ability to Report a Provider

Hide Listing Functionality

Google Login

Facebook Login

Apple Pay

Venmo

PayPal

Amazon Pay

Other Secure Payment 
Processor

Associated Brands Displayed

Provider Badge System 
Through the Platform

Provider Profile Offered

Pictures of Provider

Multiple Pictures of Provider

Other Products Offered by 
Provider Displayed

Provider Rating Displayed

Provider’s Location Listed

Video of Product 
Functionality

Other UI Steps to Attempt 
and Validate Product and/

or Provider

FlipKey Facebook 
Marketplace

Clickstay Etsy Poshmark Craigslist Rover

Elements of ControlElements of Control

Elements of AuthenticityElements of Authenticity

Ability to Report a Listing

Handwriting font 
for provider 

name

"Certificate of 
Excellence" with 
explanation of 

what that means 

"Posh 
Authenticate" for 
items over $500 

-

- - - -

- - -

-

- - -

-

- - - - - - -

- - -

-

- - - - - -

- - - - - -

- - - -

- - - - - - -

- -

- - - - - - -

- - - - -

-

- - -

- - - - - -

- - - -

- -

- - - - - - -

- - -



Airbnb

Order Status Tracking

Security Messaging Around 
the Purchase Displayed

Non-Essential Details About 
the Provider Provided

Verification Methods 
Clearly Displayed

Rating Methods 
Clearly Articulated

Rating the Consumer 
Functionality

Multiple Product Photos

Photo Zoom Functionality

Rating for Product 
(Not Provider)

Listing Price Displayed on 
Home Page

Product’s Post Date Displayed

Review Post Date Displayed

Interesting Word of Mouth UI

Trending Searches

Reviews

Aggregate Star Rating 
for Provider

Aggregate Star Rating 
for Product

Star Rating Displayed for 
Each Review

Quantity of Reviews Displayed

Mutual Friends with Provider 
UI Element 

Time Between Buying and 
Receiving Options 

(Example: Instant Booking)

Average Response 
Time Displayed

FlipKey Facebook 
Marketplace

Clickstay Etsy Poshmark Craigslist Rover

Elements of TransparencyElements of Transparency

Word of Mouth ElementsWord of Mouth Elements

Occupancy rate "Booked twice in 
the last 2 days"

Rating and 
associated word 
pinned to hero 

image

Fundamental to 
service

Variety of 
badges like "item 
is currently in 30 

baskets"

Shows how 
many others also 
have item in their 

cart 

Yes, but not 
based on people 

you know

A "Repeat 
Customers" tag 

with quantity

As "comments"

Badges are 
based on review 
sentiment but no 

rating shown

"Love Notes", 
show 5-star post 

purchase 
reviews

- -

- -

- - -

- - - -

- - -

- - - -

-

-

- -

- -

- -

-

-

- -
- - - -

-

- - - - - - -

-

-



Airbnb

Number of Filter Columns

Number of Filter Options 
Displayed On First Screen 

Total Number of Filter Options 
(Without choosing 

“View More”

Suggested Searches

Listing Display - Infinity Scroll

Listing Display - Carousel

Push Notifications

In-App/Site Messaging

Pre-Populated Messaging

Post-Purchase 
Provider Contact

Amenities or Features UI

Related Offers Displayed 
(Cars, Flights, 

Experiences, Etc.)

Other Ads On Page

Required Create An Account

FlipKey Facebook 
Marketplace

Clickstay Etsy Poshmark Craigslist Rover

P2P UI & UXP2P UI & UX

2 2 4 1 1 1 1 1

11 20 33 13 18 34 24 13

38 23 35 - Grey out 
non-applicables 17 28 47 - Includes 

"brands list" 24 23

Cut-out pictures Icons Icons Written Written Tags Written Written

Not vital, guest 
checkout

- -

- - - - -

- -

-

- - -

- - - -

- - - -
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Industry 
Best Practices
Utilizing the MoSCoW method and the information 
retrieved from the competitive evaluation, we have 
comprised the general industry trends. We realize that 
HomeAway houses some of these already so we tried 
to focus on improveable areas.

Background

MoSCoW was developed by Dai Clegg of Oracle UK in 1994 and 

has been made popular by exponents of the Dynamic Systems 

Development Method (DSDM).

The DSDM Agile Project Framework (2014 Onwards). (2017, 

June 15). Retrieved February 13, 2019, from https://

www.agilebusiness.org/content/moscow-prioritisation

Must
Tooltip explanations of icons and labels

Global site search

Ability to report a listing 

Flush out provider profile with more required fields than 
language and an organic bio. (HomeAway specific)

List verified provider details and how they were verified.

Booking status tracking

Provide more parameter context to the Premier Partner badge 
description and also communicate whether there are levels 
above or below to the travelers. (HomeAway specific)

Show the quantity of reviews.

Should
Ability to report a provider 

Display when the listing was originally posted to the platform. 

Display review post dates and month and year that the reviewer 
stayed at the location. (Currently this is inconsistent between 

HomeAway’s desktop site versus on mobile)

Show provider information higher up on the listing page. 

Should include a link to the reviews and the quantity of reviews 
in the provider profile.

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
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Could
Allow provider to upload multiple pictures of themselves to 
further validate their authenticity.

If a provider is new and therefore does not have any reviews, 
provide a new tag so that users don’t review no reviews 
negatively.

Ability to hide a listing and not view it again in the future. 

Ability to hide a host and not view her/his/their properties in 
the future. 

Show both the reviews from travelers on the provider’s profile 
page but also the reviews from other providers when this 
provider was a traveler and stayed somewhere. 

Provide more time options for travelers and providers around 
pre-determined booking times. Instant booking is nice but it 
may be a deterrent for providers. Therefore more may 
participate in a 1-2 day turn around.

Would
Create functionality around reviewers being able to also attach 
photos to their reviews. Understanding some legal or liability 
issues, we would suggest either a location specific hashtag in 
which they could submit a photo on social media in order to 
possibly be chosen for a social feed on a listing page, or, UX 
where she/he/they could just submit a photo for attachment 
and implement an approval process. 

Explore using cut out photos for amenity communications 
versus icons. 

*More study should be done here but a lot of our research 
around authenticity dictates that, when appropriate, photography 
communicates more effectively and stimulates trust. 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

I 

J 

• 

• 
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Utilizing the results from the previous phases, we designed 
modified versions of the HomeAway traveler flow for user testing 
material. We used equipment in the School of Information’s 
Information Experience (IX) Lab (Tobii Pro eye-tracking platform 
and iMotions biometric research software) to conduct moderated 
user testing and interviews. As noted previously, we employed 
volunteers from our peer groups as participants. 

Other strategic decisions included selecting a desktop view for 
testing material and mocking up HomeAway’s live UI in order to 
simulate real life testing as close as we could. It was important for 
us to create a system of testing that the HomeAway team could 
build off of in the future. We chose a desktop view due to the 
limitations of the iMotions software. We were limited to testing 
users on a desktop and didn’t want to push the testing further 
away from a natural settings by displaying a mobile screen on a 
desktop. We also informally asked peers and participants on what 
device would they book a property and an significant majority said 
they would on a desktop. 

User 
Testing

Nice 11pattmerot 
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Participant  
Summary
Due to the previously described resource restrictions  
we recruited friends, family, coworkers, etc., for 
participation in the user testing. However, we did 
discuss that if we had the funds we would want to 
expand the participants and make sure the following 
were represented; families, various ethnicities, a 
wider range of age, a wide range of incomes, and a 
range of professions in order to acquire perspectives 
from different starting points. Members of our group 
pointed out differences in cultural views regarding 
privacy, renting, and even vacations in general which 
could serve as an interesting study itself depending 
on where HomeAway wants to expand.

Participant Age Ranges

4 Female 2 Male

Participant Traveler Frequency

Gender Array

6 Total 
Participants

years old18–241
3
1
1

years old25–34

years old35–44

years old45–54

travelerRare2
3
0
1

travelerAverage

travelerConsistent

travelerFrequent

9 cf 
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Task 1
Hypothesis 1 Logic
Applying filters within the UI offers a sense of 
control and therefore the user is more trusting of 
a listing when they employed filters to find it. 

The logic being that if the user feels a sense of control and contribution, she/he/
they will feel a sense of ownership and in-turn trust that the returned results 
address her/his/their concerns and are closer to what she/he/they want. 

Screenshot of HomeAway.com with filters expanded.Screenshot of HomeAway.com with filters expanded.

Participant ID SP19-02
Female, Age 45–54 

“It’s a timesaver and it helps me avoid 
seeing something I want but it being too 
expensive. It also helps me not overlook 
things that are vital to me now like a 
private bathroom or WIFI.”

“Proximity to transit important in NY. 
Could be nice to show on their map.”

Participant ID SP19-06
Male, Age 35–44

“There are a lot of filter choices, but not 
all of them apply to the city. It could be 
better to have more specific selections 
to New York”

Participant ID SP19-05
Female, Age 18–24

HomeAway· 

,[_~_
111 
__ •_•-__ "'_ · u_SA _______ x~] at 06/19119 ] , e 06/21119 

Price pe l' night 

... 
so -S 1,000+ 

o~--- ---o 

Any bedl'OOff'IS 

Any l»throom.s 

Property type 

A,:IM1ment/condo -~ 
Sruoo 

Townhouse 

""" 

Features & amenities 

IM~tN/iFi 

location 

Downtown 

Waterfront 

Bcxh 

Bc,:,chfront 

"'' 

Neighborhoods 

Brooklyn 
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SP19-01

SP19-02

SP19-03

SP19-04

SP19-05

SP19-06

Number of 
Filters UsedParticipant

Time Until Filters 
Were Opened Top 3 Top 3 Top 3

0 – – – –

6 3 min, 41 seconds Price Location Bathrooms

3 39 seconds Bedrooms Price Locations

12 8 seconds Price Reviews Amenities

1 15 seconds Location – –

4 7 seconds Price Location Instant Confirmation

Task 1 
Results

Conclusion
Hypothesis 1 is accepted. Users communicated a sense of 
efficiency and security in knowing that the listings they viewed 
after leveraging the filters had a baseline of the parameters 
they set. Although they also voiced some issues with the 
current HomeAway filter UI.

Hypothesis 1 is accepted. Users communicated a sense of 
efficiency and security in knowing that the listings they viewed 
after leveraging the filters had a baseline of the parameters 
they set. Although they also voiced some issues with the 
current HomeAway filter UI.

Of the 6 participants, 5 used filters. Of those 5, the average 
time before opening the filters was still under a minute. Even 
with participant SP19-02, wasn’t able to find them at first, after 
scrolling, and deliberately asked where they were. 

Of the 6 participants, 5 used filters. Of those 5, the average 
time before opening the filters was still under a minute. Even 
with participant SP19-02, wasn’t able to find them at first, after 
scrolling, and deliberately asked where they were. 

Highlighted cells show the highest quantity of filters used, the least 
amount time before opening, and the most-used filter.

Summary

Of the participants used the filters
5/6

Average time passed before 
opening the filters

58 seconds

Most frequently used filters (both 4/5)

Price 
& Location

“Where are the filters? I feel like I’m 
wasting my time.” 

Participant ID SP19-02
Female, Age 45–54 -
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Task 2

UI based off of HomeAway.comUI based off of HomeAway.com Middle version of HomeAway and competitor AirbnbMiddle version of HomeAway and competitor AirbnbUI based off of HomeAway.com and content 
based off of competitor Airbnb
UI based off of HomeAway.com and content 
based off of competitor Airbnb

Hypothesis 2
Showing more information about hosts—for example, any 
information HomeAway has specifically verified about 
them, their rating history, and their HomeAway host level

(Premiere Partner)—will make a listing appear 
more trustworthy to a user. 

Overview Amenities Reviews Map Rates & Availability 

Property Manager 

A Louis H. 
• MemberSince2015 

( Ask Manager a Question ) 

EMME 
Speaks: 

English, Spanish 

Amenities 

~ Internet 

i.;lj TV 

Bathrooms 

1 Bathroom, 1 Haff Bath 

The owner or mainager of this property consistently provides great 
experiences for their guests. 

C..lendar last utxfated· 

Mar17,2019 

52 Satellite or Cable 

(;/" Children Welcome 

Bathroom with sink, shower and toilets 

location Type 

Downtown 

+ $131 pe,n ight 

* * ** i 12 Reviews 
&cd k nt 4.7/S 

0 Your dates are ava ilable 

Check In 

Jun 19 

G .. •m 

2 gues ts 

Total 

Check Out 

Jun 24 

Include taxes and fees 

Book Now 

.!, Q 

$1.198.17 
View details 

Free Cancellation until S/20/2019 

A LouisH. 

• Ask Manager a Question 

For booking assistance, ca ll HomeAway at 
888-640- 7927 

Property # 85 19024 

Overview Amenities Reviews Map Rates & Availability 

Property Manager 

A Matte. 
• MemberSince2015 

( Ask Manager a Question ) 

EMME The owner or mainager of this property consistently provtdes great 
experiences for their guests. 

lives· 

New York, United States 

Hi, I'm Matt C. 

Spuks 

English, Spanish 

Calendar last updated 

Mar17,2019 

My wife and I own two properties in Crown Heights North, the most trendy neighborhood in 

Brooklyn. As Brooklynites, we love our community because there is so much to do around 

here (culture, sports, fun, food, night life and more). This listing is for our beautiful three story 

brownstone in the heart of the neighborhood. Trust us when we say that this is one of the 

best spots to enjoy the city from, we loved it so much we chose to live here permenently. 

View reviews (12) 

Verified Information 

~ 12Reviews 

0 Government ID 

Amenities 

~ Internet 

i.;lj TV 

Bathrooms 

1 Bathroom, 1 Half Bath 

52 Email Address 

~ WorkEmail 

52 Satelli te or Cable 

~ Children Welcome 

52 Phone Number 

+ $131 pe,n ight 

** * * i 12 Reviews 
&cell, nt4 .7/S 

• Your dates are availab le 

Cl>eck ln 

Jun 19 

"""" 2 guests 

Total 

Check Out 

Jun 24 

Include taxes and fees 

Book Now 

.!, Q 

$1.198.17 
View details 

Free Cancellation until S/20/2019 

A. MattC. 
• Ask Manager a Question 

For booking assistance, call HomeAway at 
888-640-7927 

Property# 8519024 

Overview Amenities Reviews Map Rates & Availability 

Property Manager 

• RuthG . 
• MemberSince2015 

( Ask Manager a Question ) 

EMME The owner or mainager of this property consistently provides great 
experiences for their guests. 

Speaks Calendar last updat ed: 

English, Spanish Mar 17 , 2019 

About Ruth G. 
My husband Henry and I have been in the real estate business for over 20 years and we love 

deal ing with people. As hosts, we go out of our way to make you feel at home and we are 

there for you from the beginning to the end of your vacation. We provide you with a lot of 

New York tips in order to make your stay a very productive one. You will defin itely be 

pleased with our services and you will enjoy staying at any of our properties! Let us serve you 

and you won't regret it. 

Ruth Garcia purchased this Apartment in 2001 

View reviews (12) 

Amenities 

~ Internet 

i.;lj TV 

Bathrooms 

1 Bathroom, 1 Half Bath 

52 Satellite or Cable 

(;/" Children Welcome 

+ $131 pern ight 

* * * * i 12 Reviews 
&c, lknt4 .7/S 

0 Your dates are available 

Check In 

Jun 19 

"""" 2 guests 

Total 

Check Out 

Jun 24 

Include taxes and fees 

Book Now 

.!, Q 

$1.198.17 
View deta ils 

Free Cancellation until S/2012019 

• RuthG . 

• Ask Manager a Question 

For booking assistance. call HomeAway at 
888-640-7927 

Property # 8519024 



Aggregate heatmap 
from the eye-tracking 
software, iMotions. 
From left to right; Host 
1, Host 2, and Host 3.

Aggregate heatmap 
from the eye-tracking 
software, iMotions. 
From left to right; Host 
1, Host 2, and Host 3.

“Matt has been verified, it 
seems more trustworthy”
“Matt has been verified, it 
seems more trustworthy”

Participant ID SP19-03
Female, Age 25–34 

Participant ID SP19-05
Female, Age 18–24 

“I like the verified 
information, I feel like that 
I can trust this (owner), 
you can even see phone 
number here.” 

“I like the verified 
information, I feel like that 
I can trust this (owner), 
you can even see phone 
number here.” 
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Task 2 
Results

Conclusion
Hypothesis 2 is accepted. Users consistently chose the host with 
the most information displayed. Participants also went out of their 
way to comment on their own methods they employ to draw 
conclusions about potential hosts in order to make sure they are 
renting from a reliable host. Participant Sp19-02 noted that the 
site “providing more information is always best”.

Hypothesis 2 is accepted. Users consistently chose the host with 
the most information displayed. Participants also went out of their 
way to comment on their own methods they employ to draw 
conclusions about potential hosts in order to make sure they are 
renting from a reliable host. Participant Sp19-02 noted that the 
site “providing more information is always best”.

The only UI listed above that is currently on 
HomeAway.com is the “Host Name / Member Since”. 

Of the 6 participants none chose the host option based off of 
the current HomeAway UI. Instead, 4 chose Host 2 based off 
of what information Airbnb supplies and 2 chose Host 3 
(based off of a mixture of HomeAway and Airbnb. On top of 
who they chose, 4 participants commented in a positive 
manner about the “Verified Information” section and 3 did so 
about the presence and/or amount of reviews of the host. 

Of the 6 participants none chose the host option based off of 
the current HomeAway UI. Instead, 4 chose Host 2 based off 
of what information Airbnb supplies and 2 chose Host 3 
(based off of a mixture of HomeAway and Airbnb. On top of 
who they chose, 4 participants commented in a positive 
manner about the “Verified Information” section and 3 did so 
about the presence and/or amount of reviews of the host. 

SummaryParticipants Choices

Host 3
Mixture 

Host 2
Airbnb

Host 1
HomeAway

2

 Participant Sp19-05 noted the below concerning 
seeing the information of where the host is located: 

“So that I can know whether the manager will come 
here to deal with a problem, and that’s an important 
thing.”

Participant ID SP19-04
Female, Age 25–34 

40 *As you can see from the heatmap, the following 
areas garnered the most engagement (in order); 

Verified Information 
Host Name / Member Since 2015
Host Location
Host Reviews

Property Manag er 

IS 

Ame tie s 

Ba 

showffandtoik-l'> 

Loe on "'ype 

Bathrooms 

ms 

vnace,of this property consistently p,ovid,e,s ~at 
theif&u<'itS. 

d1 9 

2001 

corCable 

f'i Wokome 

....... 

you 
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Task 3
Logic
The logic being this hypothesis is based conversations surrounding 
authenticity. One of the points discussed was that a photo of a property 
may be harder to fake or over-edit if a person was also in the frame. 

Hypothesis 3
People will trust the authenticity of a listing 
more if they see real people enjoying the 
space in the listing photos. 

Conclusion
Hypothesis 3 is rejected. People did not respond well to seeing 
people within the space in the listing photos. Instead it was 
suggested by a participant to incorporate a social section where 
they could see past travelers’ experiences but separate from the 
listing identity itself. The reasoning was that the participant didn’t 
relate to the person pictured and didn’t think the woman pictured 
was aspirational either. This put the participant off. 

Hypothesis 3 is rejected. People did not respond well to seeing 
people within the space in the listing photos. Instead it was 
suggested by a participant to incorporate a social section where 
they could see past travelers’ experiences but separate from the 
listing identity itself. The reasoning was that the participant didn’t 
relate to the person pictured and didn’t think the woman pictured 
was aspirational either. This put the participant off. 

As displayed in the heatmap above and to the right, the eye-
tracking results did show that participants focused on people 
within the pictures. However, due to the qualitative feedback 
we discovered that this wasn’t a positive engagement. 

While testing this hypothesis we also discovered a common 
trend of 4/6 participants articulated that they wanted to see 
pictures of bathrooms, bedrooms, and kitchens not just 
glamorous living room shots. 

As displayed in the heatmap above and to the right, the eye-
tracking results did show that participants focused on people 
within the pictures. However, due to the qualitative feedback 
we discovered that this wasn’t a positive engagement. 

While testing this hypothesis we also discovered a common 
trend of 4/6 participants articulated that they wanted to see 
pictures of bathrooms, bedrooms, and kitchens not just 
glamorous living room shots. 

Summary

Participant ID SP19-02
Female, Age 45–54 

“I don’t think having people in the pictures is a good 
idea. That woman doesn’t look like someone I’d be 
friends with so I don’t really care to think about her in 
this place. Having like a social section though of people 
who have stayed there and loved it might be cool… just 
not up here when I deciding about the property.”

“I’m a details person, so I would like to see everything – 
the kitchen, bedroom, bathroom.”

Participant ID SP19-06
Female, Age 35–44 

HomeAway · 

( I East Riverside Oltorf, Austin, TX. USA 

Overview Amenities Reviews Map Rates & Avai labi lity 

Cliffs ide OVER "THE " park- cozy f urni shed home 

ui} Apart ment - 18000 sq. ft. 

Trip Board s log in ... Help ... Feedba<:k List your pro~ rty B 

\ 

't $495 pecngh, 

***** 12 Reviews 

u , 0,. 

Jun 22 

Tota l 
lu e xes 'l 'ld fel" 

$1,485 .17 
View deta ils 

Book Now 

.e Ca 1tonunt1 I 4/20/20 19 

A Lou1sG 

- Ask Manager a Questi on 

For booking assistance . call HomeAway at 
888~640-7927 

Proo perty # 8519024 

~Int.ngty low High 
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Task 4
Hypothesis 4 
Review length influences which reviews are read. Too short 
and the review is perceived as holding less value to the user; 
too long and the user perceives it as a rant. Medium length 
reviews (7–12 sentences) will be read most. 

Hypothesis 5 
People have internalized systems for how they read reviews, 
e.g., some people will read bad ones either first or only and will 
gauge whether the negative issue would apply to them. 

Overview Amenities Reviews 

Terri L. 
Published Dec 3, 2018 

Perfect spot to stay! 

515***** StayedDec2018 

Map Rates & Availability 

Awesome place! So close to everything including the subway. 

Kristie C. 
Published Nov 15, 2018 

Nice apartment 

4/5 **** Stayed0ct2018 

The location is great, 10 min drive to port authority. 

The apartment is clean and has good vibes. 

We liked the apartment aesthetics. 

The apartment is we ll equipped 

There was a bit of an issue with actually getting into the apartment when we arrived so that is 

why I put only 4 stars. 

t' $131 pernight 

* * * *; 12 Reviews 
Excellent 4.6/5 

$ Your dates are available 

Check In Chec.kOut 

Jun 19 Jun 24 

Guests 

2 guests 

Q 

Total 
Include taxes and tees 

$1,198.17 
View details 

Book Now 

Free Cancellation until 5/20/2019 

Matt C. 

Ask Manager a Question 

For booking assistance, call HomeAway at 
888-640-7927 

Property# 8519024 
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Of the participants disliked 
short non-specific reviews.100%

Of the participants disliked 
short non-specific reviews.Reviews Selected by Participants as Most Useful (and their sentence lengths) 

Most frequently 
chosen reviews2, 6, & 11

4/6 Participants chose the lowest 
rated review as helpful (#6, 3 stars).

SP19-01

SP19-02

SP19-03

SP19-04

SP19-05

SP19-06

Review 1
Participant

Highlighted cells show the reviews chosen by the participants. The 
text in the cell shows the number of sentences in the review. 
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6 8 2 2 5 11 5 2 16 1 7 4

12 Reviews 

****1 

SherryD . 

Greatpke! 

5/5 * **** St>yed Jan20t9 
0 

Thor oughly enj<>yed om su y. Matt was a w OOOerf ul host, h elping us check in aod sharing 

information about the area. The apartment is cozy . W e enjoyed liste ning to music when we 

fix ed dinner and planned fo r ou r next day's adv enture. The kitch en w as well st ocked. 

Very nice apartment 

5/S *** ** St>yed~20t8 0 
W e picked th is apartment ju st based on reviews. Not knowing anything about the NYC area. 

The ap.1rtme nt was very nice w ith everythi ng that we needed . The neighborhood is very sale 

even coming back at around midn igh t I neve r felt unsafe. Th e buses that th e host will te ll you 

abou t work perfec t and never a wa it. There are some nice places t o eat 2-3 blocks away. If 

you are on a budge t .ind c.in't aff ord to st.ly right in m.inhatta n th is .ipart ment is perfectly 

situated and I w ill recommend to any of my friends th.at might travel th is way. Th.an ks for 

everyt h ing. 

Terr i L 

Published~3.2018 

Perfec t spot to stay ! 

5/S ***** St>yed~2018 

Aweso me place! So dose t o everything inc ludi ng the subway. 

M k haelB . 

PubliohlNISep4.2018 

A little small 

4/5 **** St>yedAL,a2018 

0 

0 
This w.is a nice, d e.in property. It w as a litt le tight in the l ivi ng room when bo th couches were 

pulledouti ntoabed. 

Kristie C. 
Publi<hlNINovt5, 2018 

Nice apartment 

4/S **** St>yed0ct2018 

The loc.ati on is great, 10 min dri ve to port autho rity . 

The apartment is dean and has good vibes . 

W e likedth e apartmentaesthetics . 

The apartment is we ll equipped 

0 

There was a bit of an issue w it h actua lly getti ng into the apartment when we arrived so that is 

why l puton ly4st.lrs. 

Union City 

3/S *** St;,yed0ct2018 0 
The apartment in Union City was OK. It de fin it ely could use some updating . and wh ile I can't 

say th.at It was dirty the re w ere some areas that could have used a good dean ing. 

The buses to NYC we re very conven ient and we never waited more than 5 min utes for a bus. 

The 15•20 ti me into the city w as accu rate EXCEPT during rus h hou r (it took almost an hour on 

a Friday morn in g.) But the locatio n of the stop at bot h ends was perfect. Parking was 

definit ely a prob lem · we were there 4 days and w ere not able to find parking on the same 
street unti l the last day . There were spo ts w ithin the 4 block radi us that the pass allo wed 

exceptonstree t d eaning days('Tues&Fri). 

The bedd ing and towels were clean and the k itchen was moder ately stocked . Th e cable TV in 

the l iv ing room was not workin g and the few channe ls we could get kep t b<eaking up• we 

were told ther e wou ld be a new box the day aft er we arrived but it sti ll wasn 't t here whe n we ... 
And it w as very no isy· probably wou ld have been ok if we had neede d the air conditioner but 

didn't so ther e was not hing to drown out th e street noise . 

I prob.ib ly wou ld not stay again but .is I said • it did serve the purpose 

NoahS. 
Publi<.hlNIMa,,7.2018 

Great stay 

5/5 ** *** St>yedt.iay2018 
0 

Owner greet ed me when we arrived , gave inform ati o n abou t buses and sites . One 10 ride and 

we were in Tlmes Square! Apartm ent wa s perfect had eve rything you needed. V ery nice 

exper ience. W e enjoyed it than ks to the Garc ias! 

Jenn iferK . 

Publi.tiedAprt6 , 2018 

As descr ibed 

4 /5 ** ** St>yedApr2018 
0 

Everyth ing there you need , onc e orientated 5hops . diners, buses are all easy to use and get to. 

Can be noisy at night due to highwa y being in front of apt, but in reality where in NY is it 

going to be qu iet?! 

ColbyC. 
Publ;,t,INIA.pr3, 2018 

Perfect and affordab le! 

5/5 ***** St>ylNIApr2018 

0 
My sisters and I st.lyed w ith Matt for a wee k in Union City th is spr ing . The apart ment was 

bea utiful and spacious and accommodated the three of us perfectl y (we cou ld have h.ad a few 

more guests . actua lly , although we enj oyed the eKtra space ). We actua lly ended up st.ly ing in 

the 2 bed. 2 bat h apartme nt in the same build ing .. that apartme nt was empt y and Ruth 

upgraded us compl imentary w hen we arrived. We felt blessed after a long day of trav el to 

walk into such a peacefu l, lovely pl.ice ! I am confident the orig inal 1 bedroom apartment we 

h.ad rent ed wou ld have been lov ely as well . Ruth's decorating is amazing and the beds are so 

comfortable! 

Every day we walk ed ou t the fron t doo r and hailed th e express bus to Uk e us to Manhattan . 

Ruth leaves very good instructions for everyth ing, includ ing how to get around and whe re to 

e.it locally, We had bre.ikfas t at the "Four ·St.l r Diner" across t he highw.iy .ind it w.is great 

food and a relaxing atmo sphere . W e also wa lked two blocks down to the "Noche s do 

Colum bia" rest.l urant wh ere coffee (including lattes--ask for cafe con leche) is fr ee with your 

bre.ikfastorder. 

Other th.an that. we spen t most o f our time In Man hattan . Prepa re to walk a lot • •and bri ng 

comfortable shoes! Ther e is so much to see and explore! 

After a full day of wa lking. w e loved com ing b.ick to this peaceful , gorgeous apartment to 

relax . We also loved our min i•tou r of Un ion City and Hobo ken with Henry on ou r day of 

arr ival. Tha nk you . Ruth and Henry, for the great vacation spo t ! 

T imR, 

PubliwdSep20 ,20 18 

Aweso me location 

5/5 ***** St>ylNISq,2018 

Awesome time and convien t to every thi ng!! 

Ju lieR . 

PYbliohlNIMar20.2018 

A NJ ge m! 

S/S ***** SUy<"<IMar20t 8 

0 
0 

Since Man hatta n VRBO 's w ere a lot more expensive , this apartm ent in NJ was perfect !! My 

two sisters and I stayed for 4 nigh ts · we too k the "chicken bus" each day into Manh.ittan to 

t our! Most of the time it took 20 to 30 mi route s to get ther e because of tr affic but we planned 

for it and it wasn't a prob lem! W e LOVED the fact th.at we each had ou r own bed as the 2 
couc hes and the chair e.ich made up in to a bed· so along with the k ing bed in the bedroom , it 

wa s perfec t ! Loved th e colorful wa lls! Basically except fo r one evenin g. we were only here to 

s.leep as our schedule was jam packed ! VERY close to the bus stop· comfortable bed s · 

thou gh we didn 't use the kitchen much, eve<ything w.is there that one might need ! 

Bre nt C. 

PublishedFeb16 , 2018 

Perfect location for exploring the city eve ryday 

5/ 5 ***** St>yedFeb2018 
0 

Mall was friend ly and helpful. Apa rtm ent wa s clean and very comfor table. And my wi fe 

thou ght t he pl ace was very cut e! Everyth ing we needed was nearby 
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eye-tracking 
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“I’ll think if it’s too extreme, 
like too good or too bad, 
there may be some problems 
with it."

“I know from giving them that 
if they’re short then they are 
probably not thrilled and just 
trying to be nice because the 
host asked for a review or 
something. That’s what I see 
when I read ‘great location’ 
and that’s it.”

“I chose him because he 
talks about the experience 
about the house itself. Some 
other people’s long reviews 
about how great their trip 
experience are not that 
helpful and I’m not interested 
in that.”

Participant ID SP19 - 01
Male, Age 35–34

*“The general population has 
different interpretations of 
‘nice’ and ‘good’ than I do, or 
so I noticed after one of my 
trips to Europe. So I only 
trust the bad reviews and for 
good recommendations I 
crowd source."

Participant ID SP19-02
Female, Age 45–54 

Participant ID SP19 - 05
Female, Age 18–24

Conclusion for Hypothesis 4
Hypothesis 4 is accepted. The top selections were of reviews 
that were 7, 8, and 11, sentences in length. There were also 
comments about how the more polar the sentiment the less 
likely they were to relate to the author of the review or perceive 
the review content as valid and valuable. 

Hypothesis 4 is accepted. The top selections were of reviews 
that were 7, 8, and 11, sentences in length. There were also 
comments about how the more polar the sentiment the less 
likely they were to relate to the author of the review or perceive 
the review content as valid and valuable. 

Conclusion for Hypothesis 5
Hypothesis 5 is accepted. The one review with the lowest number 
of stars had the most engagement on the heatmap even though it 
was one of the longest reviews. This implies strategy in the 
participants’ approach to reading reviews. In tandem to that, 
multiple participants voiced that they had strategies for flitting 
through reviews. 

Hypothesis 5 is accepted. The one review with the lowest number 
of stars had the most engagement on the heatmap even though it 
was one of the longest reviews. This implies strategy in the 
participants’ approach to reading reviews. In tandem to that, 
multiple participants voiced that they had strategies for flitting 
through reviews. 

Interview only Participant ID SP19 - 07 
Male, Age 35–44
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Recommendations
For our recommendations we extracted 5 top-level 
areas of focus, which we then elaborated on with 
specific actionables. These are areas that persistently 
surfaced throughout our study and across various 
methods. The following recommendations are 
presented in ascending priority. We have also provided 
you with a stellar summer intern, Chad. Please feel free 
to reach out to him for further explanations and any 
grammatical questions. 
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Recommendation
In every section of our study; literature review, competitive evaluation, 
survey, interviews, and user testing, knowing more and/or specific 
details about the host was brought up as a key aspect in consumer 
trust. For example, in our user testing, 4/6 participants said they 
would rent from the host who had the most information present. 

Require more information from providers 
(partners) to display on the host profile.

Add more required fields for the provider profile and communicate 
to providers that this could increase conversion due to stimulating 
consumer trust. 

Develop a verification process and clearly communicate not only 
what was validated about the provider and/or consumer to the 
corresponding party, but also how it was verified. 

Make the provider profile picture (below “Book Now” CTA) clickable 
so the user can unpack information about the provider easier. 

Throughout our testing, we recorded participants intuitively trying to click the picture 
and not understanding why it didn’t do anything. This is most likely due to that 
functionality being present in competitor products as well as social platforms. 

Transparency

Authenticity Transparency

□ 

□ 

□ 
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Recommendation
Specifically in the competitive analysis we saw a trend of innovative 
UI techniques intended to resemble word of mouth, e.g., “This 
product is in 43 other carts,” or “This location has been reserved 4 
times in the last 3 hours.” A factor to our recommendation would be 
finding appealing methods per level of actual data (Etsy does an 
effective job of this). For example, if a property has only been 
reserved once in the last month, communicate a more appealing 
metric instead. 

Employ more elements in the consumer (traveler) 
UI flow that emulate word of mouth. 

Improve the system of word of mouth elements and UI that could be 
utilized if a property and/or host meets the established requirements. 

Add functionality to “favorite” a host.
The pet-tending app Rover displayed a “Return Customers” quantity to 
illustrate that past customers had positive interactions strong enough to 
evoke another transaction.

Control

Word of Mouth

Transparency

□ 

□ 
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Recommendation
The desire for detailed and focused accounts from reviewers trended 
again across research methods. 

91% of survey respondents rated reviews as one of the top two 
decision-making factors (equal to pictures). 

From the user interviews, one of the participants articulated, “I chose 
him because he talks about the experience of the house itself. Some 
other people’s long reviews about how great their trip experience are not 
that helpful and I’m not interested in that.” –Participant SP19-05

During user testing, 4/6 participants chose to book with the host 
whose profile contained the most information.

Encourage consumers (travelers) to leave more informative 
reviews specifically about the host and/or property.

Use machine learning to decipher the sentiment and details contained 
within written reviews (alike the current Yelp review filter) and then pin 
the most effective/useful reviews to the top.  

Word of Mouth

Word of Mouth

Implement an automated guide to prompt and/or possibly utilize 
anchoring in order to help the reviewer put forth a more detailed 
assessment with less cognitive effort.  

• 
• 
• 
□ 

□ 

---------------------------------------~ -------------------------------
.. ---~--------------?1---------'?I' ________ _ 

---------------------·---------
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Recommendation
Currently, HomeAway’s policies, verifying tactics, provider badge 
vernacular definitions, and general explanatory content are not easily 
accessible from a usability standpoint. At the same time, according 
to our survey results, 60% of respondents listed guarantees as a 
reason they use Airbnb most often for home-sharing rentals.

Make guarantees and policies clearer and more obvious to 
convey a sense of transparency. 

Make sure that all internally generated terms/policies/labels should 
have either a hover (or actionable) explanation or a CTA leading the 
user to a deeper explanation. Some of this is

Transparency

Evaluate the effectiveness of all icons and provider/consumer 
badge ranking names (Premier Partner) and provide an index with 
definitions on the website/application. 
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Recommendation
In our survey, compared to the ride-sharing and online selling markets, 
which both have key worrisome phases, the home-sharing market 
showed an even distribution (approximately 30%) of anxiety across 
all phases of the home-sharing experience. 

Systematize and standardize the consumer flows (for example, 
the arrival flow) in order to “de-risk” the experience.

Require the providers to address key stages of the arrival flow (when 
to arrive, where to arrive, parking, how they will get in, what to do if 
they can’t get in, etc.) to ensure aspects don’t get overlooked causing 
friction and possible negative experiences that could reflect poorly on 
the brand. This will also provide consistency across the platform 
making the information more easily digestible for the consumer.  

Transparency

Transparency

Establishing standardized, scheduled emails for correspondence 
between the peers in order to alleviate potential uncertainty that can 
come with silence. 

“That's why I didn't want to risk using Airbnb with my whole family. Hotels will 
bend over backwards to fix something and make you happy. With Airbnb, it's 
kind of up to the host to work out problems."

Participant ID SP19 - 09
Female, Age 25–34

□ 

□ 
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